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Chapter One

This is an example chapter of a Leanpub book. To start writing your book, simply replace the contents of this text box with your first chapter.

Chapter 2 has a quick introduction to Markdown. Click on “Chapter 2” on the left to see them.
Chapter Two

Here are some quick Markdown examples to get you started.

To start a new paragraph, hit the return key twice. You want to create a blank line between paragraphs.

To _italicize_, surround a word in asterisks.

To **bold**, use two asterisks.

Here is a [link to the leanpub home-page](https://leanpub.com).

Chapter 3 tells you how to make a preview of your book.

---
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Chapter Three

To make a preview of your book, click on the “Preview” button on the left. We’ll show you some links to download your book when the preview is complete.

You can keep writing in the meantime.

That’s it for the brief introduction to Leanpub.